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2. Abstract 

 The main issue we are after here is space layout planning, space layout planning which 

examine the capability to better utilization of architecture space, this paper will investigate the 

potentials of evolutionary computation in solving the combinatorial problem of space layout 

planning; it will focus on the topological level of problems, topological allocation concern with 

the relationships between two spaces, i.e. the adjacency and proximity between two spaces.  

The evolutionary system will use an approach brought from the biology science, Genetic 

algorithms was developed to solve the combinatorial problem of space layout planning, 

combinatorial problem resulted by the variety and intensity of large  numbers of solutions 

configurations. The controversy in this research is that, multi-criteria constraints some time 

interact and reach optimum solutions, sometimes it conflict and cause no solution to be found. In 

the case of conflicting constraints heuristic solutions fails to find optimal solution when it stuck 

in local level of solutions during search process, however, it is proposed that, genetic algorithms 

exceed this by using techniques of selecting successful generations makers, mutate them into 

new generations, then applies crossover techniques for better solutions. 

 This paper will implement the evolutionary design method in a research by design 

context, it will try to configure an optimum solution of five spaces pavilion floor plan, the main 

two issues which will be experienced are the way functional problem formulated and then how 

solution would be generated, it will represent spaces relationships in diagrams, these diagrams 

will include the form of relationships between spaces, it will justify the adjacency and proximity 

between both spaces themselves and between spaces and exterior forces, these diagrams will be 

saved in a form of Genes, these genes will be evolved according to Architectural design criteria, 

this criteria will be represented in a numerical fitness value, i.e. the space will need more day 

light, the light intensity measuring system be will coded, calculated for each  generation, a 

maximum intensity value will be a fitness for day light criteria. 

Keywords  

Space Layout Planning, Genetic Algorithms, Evolutionary, combinatorial, Optimum Solution 
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4. Introduction  

4.1 Space Layout Planning 

Space layout planning as Eastman stated is the design tasks which concern with 

distinguishing spatial arrangements for layout of floor plan, elements on rooms or sites (Eastman 

C. M., 1970) , it is also is defined as the process of assigning activities into spaces (Liggett, 

2000); it is the process of putting design elements into their corresponding locations. It is one of 

the most interesting issues in architectural design, it is necessary for any design process as the 

basiss for all procedures; it is also known as one of the most difficult research fields in design. 

As evidence, It has been an area of research for many decades, since early 60s, researchers such 

as (Buffa, 1964), (Liggett, 1980), (Mitchell et al, 1976) etc., till the latest papers by Homayouni 

(Homayouni, 2006) and Doulgerakis (Doulgerakis, 2007), they all put heavy efforts in exploring 

the problem of space layout planning, however, the problem still within research laps and 

waiting for more explorations. 

The Scale of space layout planning can range from the action of assigning activities into a 

space in facilities and plants for processes layout, to rooms allocation in floor planning problems, 

into the scale of building distribution in sites, campuses and cities (Liggett, 2000). 

Space layout problem considered in many cases to be an over constrained problem 

(Simon, 1973), that happened when satisfaction of it is constraints is not possible, it is also tend 

to be ill defined (Yoon, 1992), the constraints which control the problem formulation are not 

always known before starting the planning and that is an additions that the problem object itself 

is not yet exist, design problem is complex in its nature, its classified as NP-complete problem, 

this mean that there are no efficient solution exist for kind of problem, and the time required for 

computing it solution could take long time (Liggett, 2000),this kind of problems which solved by 

approximation and randomization, that’s means searching heuristics try to find acceptable and 

almost optimal solutions instead of optimal ones through random searches which have faster 

probability to find solutions. the main issues to formulate it is to set the geometrical and 

topological arrangements of the space configuration, there are other issues concern issues with its 

solution reliability, i.e. problem formulation criteria which related to the evaluation technique, 
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and the large number of solutions generated, these excessive enumeration cause the 

combinatorial nature of these solutions. There is also the issue of efficiency of solution search 

techniques used by optimization operators. 

A solution criteria is the standards or principles used to judge the solution generated in 

design process, it importance appear in determining design requirements, i.e., cost of building, it 

could be a criterion to be justified, there are many other solution criteria in architectural design 

synthesises, there are geometric and functional criteria, geometrical qualities such as form, 

proportions, size and levels, there also the functional relationships qualities which known as the 

constraints graph such as adjacencies and contiguity. Among these geometric and topological 

criteria there are many others designs which are not computable the same way, such as structural 

stability, environmental performance-consumption and compliances of planning codes (Mitchell 

W. J., 1975). 

 Design reasoning is the method used to meet functional design objectives, it is the 

topological qualities of a floor plan, topological qualities are formulated into constrained 

functions, and these constraints values are maximized or minimized to satisfy specific design 

criteria. 

Evaluation of generated plan is the process of checking the accuracy and consistency of 

floor plans generated, it is the actions taken in order to make sure that the plan had met the 

desired goals and optimal solution by satisfying the design constraints. 

4.2 Automated space layout planning  

Automated layout generation is concerned with utilizing computers and their 

computational power to generate, search and optimize floor plans, Strategies for automated space 

layout planning are classified as representation strategies; it is the way shapes and relationships 

represented, solution strategies; are the processes used for generating solutions, and finally the 

optimization techniques, which are used to search for optimal solutions among the large number 

of generated solutions. 
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4.2.1 Representation strategies 

It is likely to represent the type of problem that needed to be tackled first; spaces which 

are target for allocations were classified in three main classifications, the discrete space as object, 

the activity in this one take the shape and location of space, then, the space as area, where 

activities have attributes which consider the capability of space assigned to handle it 

requirements, and finally space as both area and shape, in this case, the proportion and form of 

the space is compulsory representation requirements. The first is the simplest were each activity 

is assigned to single space, i.e. assigning employees into offices, the second could be seen in 

stacking plans were one to many or many to one assignment procedures applied, spaces fill it 

required area and if it failed to handle activity, it fill more spaces in different locations, these 

appear when an activity is assigned among multiple floors, or a floor contained multiple 

activities. The last type which is the difficult when the polygon of the space need to be 

represented, it called the block plan problem (Liggett, 2000). 

There have been many methods used to represent layout configuration in computer 

systems, starting with CRAFT system (Buffa & Armour, 1963) which called Integer Array 

Representation, it is a two dimensional array of integers, the first array represent rooms 

dimensions and the second represent space activities which need to be located, these method 

implicitly represent spaces by defining its emptiness locations. 

 Another method to represent floor plan polygons through the Point-Vector method, it 

utilized by storing the walls end points in form of point-vectors lists, these system represent 

explicitly the boundaries of the spaces, however, this process tend to be complex in terms of 

detection of adjacencies and intersections (Eastman C. M., 1970) , one of the best 

implementation for this system is SKETCHPAD and SIPLAN computer graphic systems. 
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 Among these methods there is the planar graph method; it is formally known as the 

Graph Theoretic representation, in this approach, the spaces coded as nodes which hold some 

geometrical specifications such as name, function and form, the adjacencies with other spaces 

are represented as lines, these lines could store the length of common walls, it also can hold the 

information of possible accesses between spaces. This method was proposed by group of 

researchers such as Grason (Grason, 1971) dual graph and Steadman both works (Steadman, 

1970, 1973). 

 The methods described previously were used to represent the floor plan in two 

dimensional arrangements. The Tree- Structured Representation considered being one of the first 

approaches to represent a building in three dimensional representations, it was explained by 

Clarck (1969) and Teague (1970).in this type of representation, the multiple wide variety of 

possible states of the data structure identify the potential altered solutions of the building 

designed, moreover, the quality of solution is depend on the adequacy of tree structure built 

(Mitchell W. J., 1975).                             

 

Figure 1: Alternative representations of a floor plan, (Mitchell, 1975) Techniques of automated design in architecture: a 

survey and evaluation 
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4.2.2 Solution Generation Strategies 

Solution procedures were classified earlier in two main categories, Constructive Initial 

Placements and Iterative Improvement strategies, the first allocate activities one by one from 

scratch, the second which known as Hill Climbing starts with initial configurations, it attempts to 

improve it incrementally. These methods were followed by other sophisticated and hybrid 

methods such as Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithms (Liggett, 2000). 

 Kalay (Kalay, 2004)classified computational methods into three main classes, procedural, 

heuristic and evolutionary methods. Procedural methods are the processes where computer 

generate all possible solutions, then the designer select among them manually,  it is insufficient 

method because of the large number of irrationalized potential enumerations, however, these 

solutions could be decreased by reducing design parameters. One of these methods are called 

space allocation, it is the placement procedure of layout elements, this placement algorithms are 

widely used in layout with single design constraints such as distances reduction requirements in 

warehouses, these methods still insufficient in terms of satisfying multi-objective constraints, it 

is also depend extremely on designer manual decision making process.  

One of the best prototypes for the space allocation methods is ACTLOC; it was 

developed in 1992, it is used to guide the initial allocation of activity in schematic stage of 

design process, it produce optimum configurations by shifting activities around in an 

improvement manner, it results was similar to diagrams bubbles, however, this program have 

some limitation, i.e. it is increasing cost, it also exposed to be trapped on local optimum 

(Homayouni, 2006). 

Another computational method were presented are the Heuristic methods, Good 

examples of these methods are the expert systems, shape grammar and case based reasoning, 

those which depend on analogues of other knowledge fields such as electrical and mechanical 

lay-outing methods, these methods, these analogues adapt design rules which captured the 

circumstances face specific design process. Similar to previous approach, still depend on human 

experience, however, it differentiate on the way experiences and knowledge and are stored and 

retrieved to solve design problems (Kalay, 2004).  
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One of the best analogical approaches implemented was physically based modelling 

(Arvin & House, 2002), this method which was based on the mechanical metaphor, in this 

system, designer starts with defining topological objectives without manually manipulating 

objects, forces used to dynamically allocate physical spaces, the system run until reach a state of 

equilibrium, that when magnitudes of allocation velocities are minimized into small thresholds, 

this process of topological allocation is followed by polygons geometrical alignments and 

adjacencies adjustments with regards to overlapping issues, it is based on collision detection 

operators, finally designer interact manually with the graphics to do modifications and review 

results. 

The third method which based on the creative class of design called evolutionary method; 

it is rely on the genetic algorithms, it’s a class of algorithms which depend on natural processes 

(Liggett, 2000), it is the survival of the most fit individuals within adaptive organisms, this 

method was presented and developed contentiously by Gero (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999) for 

automating space layout planning problems, main approaches was used to evolve design genes 

were genetic engineering and the form growth model. 

 

Figure 2: Constructive Placements, (Liggett, 2000)   &  Simulated Annealing (Sharpe, 1986) 
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4.3 Evolutionary Methods 

Evolutionary algorithms are search techniques which brought from biology science field, it 

appears in natural adaptive systems, and Adaptive systems are organisms which adapt 

themselves into the containing environment. (Jo & Gero, 1998), it is the process of self-repair 

and self-reproduction through evolving genes through multiple generations. Evolutionary 

techniques are successful search and optimization techniques for complex design problems, it 

was introduced to computational design world in the form of genetic algorithms and genetic 

programming, genetics world consist of genetic characteristics and genetic transformations, 

genetic characteristics or genotypes are the collection of qualities stored to represent space 

possible configurations.  

The main idea behind genetic algorithms in design that the qualities of two genotypes with 

high fitness satisfaction to design criteria could be genetically selected out of possible solutions, 

then combined, these result new offspring genotype which have better characteristics than the 

original parents. 

 The process of evolutionary design mechanism is automatic and blind, in other words, 

there is no awareness or perception of expected solutions, this make it a non-deterministic 

process, this classified it as a creative level of design. The evolutionary process counter to 

heuristics apply it search engines in a parallel style, this decrease chances to be stuck in local 

optimal solution, it is more likely to succeed in finding global optimal solutions. 

 In genetic algorithms there are two levels of representations, a genotype and phenotype, a 

genotype is the implicit coding of an individual characteristics, the whole information of an 

individual body is stored in this genotype, the phenotype is the decoded physical structure of the 

genotype, and it is the result of applying genetic search operators into the genotype. 
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Genetic Algorithms operate in two mutual operations, Recombination and selection, it 

starts with the selection of individuals with more chances to survive and contribute in the 

new generation, those with high fitness values from the initial population. The recombination 

starts with the process of merging selected individuals into new individuals with new features, 

these features are the exchange of information from the parents’ genotypes, it is known as 

Crossover. It is followed by a process of altering genotype stored information in a random 

manner; these two processes, crossover and mutation arrange a non-uniform population. 

The Evolutionary model is highly capable to complement the design processes, it is 

dealing with complex design problem such as the combinatorial ones, and it is able to escape 

the situations of local optimum. The framework for this model was constructed as analysis-

genetic search-evaluation, the analysis stage is the process of retrieving, preparing design 

elements, the following process which also known as synthesis stage is the iterative process 

of transformation, translation and generation of new solutions, in this stage the previously 

mentioned algorithms selection, mutation and crossover are being operated. Finally the 

process of evaluation is testing the generated individual; evaluate their constraints 

satisfaction as indicator for meeting design requirements.  

 

Figure 3: Global optima in evolutionary systems, (Rutten, 2011), 

http://ieatbugsforbreakfast.wordpress.com/2011/03/04/epatps01/, 9/0/2011 
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5. Subject Matter 

5.1 Scope 

There are many ways to represent space layout problems, there also multi-criteria 

optimization techniques used to reach optimal solutions, however, this research will focus in 

narrow area of the whole process, it will experiments the process of allocate pre-assigned 

activities, this is counter to the methodologies used in quadratic assignment problems, that means 

activities selected are assumed to be assigned to one unique space which meets a specific design 

criteria, this used to be called the block plan problem. In this type of problems, the space has an 

area, volume, function and a form; in essence, it is useless to manipulate a space geometrically as 

long as it was supposed to have specific Geometric attribute for a specific activity. 

 This paper will investigate the problem of computer generated floor plan, in particular 

the complexity associated with solving multi-criteria optimization for computer generated  

solutions, it is the process of balancing constraints satisfaction for a spaces relationships; these 

relationships which known as topologies varied between adjacency, proximity, and overlapping. 

We will ignore the geometrical aspect of the plan and concern concentrate more in their 

allocation. 

Our concern will be how to make successful evolutionary system can handle the 

combinatorial complexity problem resulted of fixing the problem of multi-criteria constraints 

satisfaction, these kind of genetic algorithms which concern with search for infeasible solutions, 

these happened when solvers needs to find which constraints should be satisfied, these 

constraints are exterior and interior constraints, we restrict the exterior constraints in 

Environmental and entry constraints. Interior constraints were enclosed in the privacy and 

interaction constraints.   

5.2 Contribution, complementation  

This paper represent the evolutionary methodology in a new simple and generally 

applicable in wide context, it simplify the computation processes into clear steps, it gives the 

designers with basic computation skills capability to do what was only excluded for 

programmers.  
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This paper contribution to the field of space layout planning is only in the techniques and 

procedures which additionally supported with new unlimited computing powers available now a 

day, however, the knowledge added is almost not new, it was covered widely in older versions.it 

is also present the free forms spaces and geometries, these kind of spaces which are now widely 

supported with new digital media and Avant-garde fabrication technologies. This would be the 

new contribution into a conservative world of rectangular space planning world. Most of the 

research done on the field of space planning consider space as a two dimensional polygons 

which need to be se within polygonal boundary, some of these researches attempted to present 

the three-dimensional problem; however, they were restricted on the box and sphere, it is also 

not the case anymore to be restricted with contour, especially in early design stages. 

 

Figure 4: starting with the Rectangular (Mitchell, 1975) to the Multi-story polygon plans (Doulgerakis, 2007) what is 

coming next for Free Forms? 
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5.3 Hypothesis  

One of the main challenging the allocation of architectural spaces is the conflict 

happened when trying to satisfy multi-criteria constraints, that because of the subjective nature of 

architectural design process, therefore, an optimisation search techniques are required, these 

search techniques are limited to the planned search space built to the system, it lacks the 

intelligence of human designer to compromise some constraints or waive some unreliable 

solutions, it also extremely limited when solution is not exist in the search space. 

It is assumed in this that a designer is facing only two topological constraints, adjacency 

and proximity, the first is concerned with stacking and overlapping, the second is considering 

distances and other attraction forces. these constraints are performable to both interior and 

exterior design criteria, design criteria is mainly to meet a proper spatial configuration of spaces 

selected to the pavilion, these spaces is irregular in their forms.it is also assumed that the contour 

is a free form structure, it restrict spaces within it shadow, but it doesn’t restrict their 

organization patterns. 

It is suggested to apply a search technique that exceed the above limitations of getting 

lost in local optima, it is expected to reach a reliable and acceptable solution, this search 

technique is supposed to be easy to be built, it have to be efficient in terms of computational 

power, that will include time and cost. The Evolutionary optimization method was selected to be 

validated, the evolutionary system proposed should not cause a mechanical solutions similar to 

the results of heuristic methods used in plants facilities allocation, therefore, spaces are more free 

in terms of allocation criteria, nevertheless, traditional results are accepted.  

It is expected to reach a design solution which will apparently be a fuzzy solutions, that 

means, the solution generated will be optimized by giving some factors a priority among other 

factors, these methods resulted by the fuzzy logic of evolutionary methods, it still an area of 

research to reach these kind of solution which are more or less the representation of the 

approximate nature of subjective design. 

This evolutionary method will be validated against other optimizer such as heuristics of 

simulated annealing algorithms. 
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5.4 Research objectives 

To understand the basic concepts of automated space layout planning and their 

implementations field of architectural design, and explore their potentials and limitations. 

To build knowledge of the specific method of evolutionary optimization in allocating 

space, test its efficiency and consistency in solving multiple constraints problems. 

The aim of this experiment is to generate an architectural layout for a pavilion structure, 

this by allocating their three-dimensional free form spaces, focusing on topological aspects, in 

particular, adjacency and proximity constraints, this specific type of structures was selected 

because of its flexibility in spaces form and because the possibility to explore more innovative 

possibilities which can’t be achieved on a restricting housing projects   

To evaluate genetic algorithms approaches their potentials in space planning, to test the 

reliability of solutions generated by their operators and optimizers. 

5.5 Research Questions 

What are the main issues for representing and solving a floor plan functional 

(Topological) design problems in automated space layout planning? 

What are the procedures to adjust adjacency and proximity constraints for a floor plan 

combinatorial configuration problem? 

What are the main issues and procedures for building an efficient evolutionary design 

model for floor plan arrangements problem solving? 

What are the methods to evaluate and validate generated floor plan generated, and how to 

evaluate the efficiency of evolutionary system?  
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5.6 Integration of design – research by the Design exercise: 

This research will be an integration of design and research; it will experiment a pavilion 

structure allocation design issues. This pavilion has 5 spaces: a cinema, social room, meeting 

room, workshop and exhibition. Circulation space is in between spaces accesses, terminals and 

exits. 

requirements will be defined and then translated into constraints model, those will only 

include the topological constraints, adjacency and proximity constraints, these constraints are 

allow for allocation of spaces with one another or with the contour, in this case, the contour will 

be the three-dimensional envelope of the free form structure, in this case the contour will also 

restrict the vertical allocation. 

Some design requirements were defined after analysing the site and the building type 

needs, these requirements are the functional reasoning rules for the design implementation, the 

reasoning starts with assigning the social space as dominant and central space, Social room 

should be adjacent to the workshop as two merged spaces, Meeting room should not be adjacent 

to the social room because of the privacy needed, the cinema must not adjacent to the social 

room to reduce noise  , it shouldn’t be adjacent to the entrance because of light problem. 

In order to have global constraints to the external factors, 4 directions were coded and 

installed into the implementation, Entrance is adjusted to the north direction, this is because of 

the site entry and people moving patterns, sun light needed to make the space worm and liveable, 

therefore, social spaces is located in the south direction, and also as a view factor to watch 

partially the west side, but with low priority. 
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6. Literature review 

In this Literature, two main sources will be reviewed, the space layout planning and the 

evolutionary scientific context. 

Literature of space layout planning are classified in different ways according to methods 

approached by researchers, these methods vary between problem representation methods,  

solution optimization strategies, these secondary sources are found in form of overviews, 

surveys, methods description, and implementations. Since the 60s, many attempts were 

conducted to synthesize the problem of space layout planning. 

 An example was selected to understand the synthesis of space layout planning is Mitchell 

overview (Mitchell W. J., 1975), a survey in Automated techniques to Architecture, in this 

integrated paper, he covered the problem of space layout planning, it synthesis, design 

criteria, techniques of representing the problem and the procedures to solve and generate 

solutions, he also gave examples of implementation in the real world.  

 The problem he mentioned for the representation of floor plan still valid now a day 

specially the graph theoretic representation and the Tree-Structured System , it is widely used 

in this Research by Design. He made an appreciated effort to describe the differences 

between computational methods into generating solutions, which integrated in one paper, 

however, these processing techniques are missing the Genetic algorithms which was 

investigated in later time. 

 In Liggett’s research about facilities layout (Liggett, 2000), he provide a comprehensive 

historical overview, he explain the scale of implementation, classes of representation 

strategies, the blocking strategies into floor plan representation was a basis for this research. 

He explained in details the solution techniques, the concept for multi-criteria constraints 

satisfaction he stated was the motivator for the solution strategy in the pavilion research. He 

selected the one to one assignment techniques within equal areas and applied an 

implementation; he selected heuristic for solving single criterion to this research, it is a 

numerical approach to solve the problem, it is criticized that it cannot result a floor plan 

representation, but only a numerical values, it doesn’t consider the space size and shape, its 
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solution consistency is limited for industrial plants and offices allocation, this method was 

similar to CRAFT project. 

Works done, projects  

CRAFT 

In the last forty years there have been many systems developed for space layout planning, 

however, these systems still in early development stages within universities and research centres.  

It was created by Armour and Buffa in 1964, Craft is the shortcut for Computerized Relative 

Allocation Of Facilities Technique, it is a computer program utilized to develop optimal 

arrangements of existing facilities layout, it is giving ability to feasible the advantageous of 

reallocation spaces, that would use to improve workflow and space efficiency, its requiring an 

initial configuration as an input, Plus extra data such as distances and cost matrix. The programs 

gather the similar activities in the same group of location, it aimed to decrease cost of material 

handling, and it is widely used in industrial plants. This method is criticized because of its 

inefficiency caused by the disorder in material handling and the wasted time in waiting. CRAFT 

used heuristic algorithms, it is previously criticized because of it is limitations on finding optimal 

solution, this approach known as the pairwise exchange algorithms, that because the solution 

depend on the initial Layout. 

Rectangular Floor Plan 

In 1976, Mitchell (Mitchell, Steadman, & Liggett, 1976)investigated the floor plan 

generation by utilizing a new model of design, the rectangular floor plan model 

EDGE 

It was developed by Jo and Gero in 1998, it is known as the Evolutionary Design based 

on Genetic Evolution, and it was an implementation based on the genetic algorithms. 
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Topological and Geometrical level of solution 

It was a research project by Medjdoub and Yannou (Medjdoub & Yannou, 2000)in 2000, 

their Constraints based model was a prototype implemented on software called ARCHIPLAN, 

this prototype was developed to solve the combinatorial problem of space planning through the 

topological solutions and Heuristics search algorithms. This prototype help designer at the stage 

of preliminary design because of it is similarity to the process of dimensionless sketching. It also 

gave the designer a global view of all design alternative, that by generating large number of 

possible solutions. They built their prototype on four main principles. The first is the 

architectural model; it is a class representation includes all design elements such as space 

identifiers in terms of dimensions and orientations. In the second stage they represent the 

constraints model, that was in form of built-in implicit constraints and explicit constraints, the 

explicit constraints which fed by the designer into the functional diagrams are classified into two 

categories, geometrical which include the architectural object dimensional domains and ratios, 

and topological which hold the relationships between these objects in terms of adjacency and 

proximity.  The 3
rd

 principle was the solution level idea, it was depend on the concept of 

generating solutions in two levels, dimensionless and incomplete topological level, and a sub-

generated adjusted dimensional level, the topological algorithms which enumerate topologies 

first then instantiate the overlapping and adjacency constraints, solution generated were 

evaluated by checking consistency against typical floor plan problems. Finally, they presents the 

branch and bound heuristic methods as optimizing strategy, minimizing the cost criteria by 

composing group of weighted sum of criteria, they claims that this approach was capable to fine 

the global optima in contrast to other methods.  

This research we are doing depend widely on the constraints concepts of this prototype, 

however it hypothesis depend on heuristics in finding optima, this hypothesis was refuted and 

disproved by many recent evolutionary based projects. 
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7. Methodology 

This research will have both primary and secondary data, the primary source will be a 

design exercise, an experimental approach was followed, and the secondary data was a Literature 

representation, analysis and discussion. The literature was followed by  

By following the aims and objectives to generate an optimum floor plan, a bottom-up 

approach was followed to tackle the research problem, small spaces geometries are collected first, 

then evolved and related to the bigger context, the solutions were generated first on a context-

less controlled environment, it was brought to the context as activities with area and shape, this 

kind of space representation which called block plan. 

The design variables will be the topologies, and the geometries will be a constant, the 

experiment will perform a manipulation of relationships, despite of the exchanged interaction 

between geometries and topologies. 

7.1 Approach explanation  

The methodology selected includes four main principles to tackle the research questions: 

representation, genetic representation, Solution generation, evolutionary search mechanism for 

optimizing solutions. 

7.1.1 Representation using the tree-structured approach 

 The method used to capture the thee-dimensional boundaries of the Spaces geometries, it 

is also used to store the geometrical and topological attributes of each single space, although the 

geometrical aspects such as size and dimensions are not required because of the hypothesis, 

however, it is compulsory to capture the geometry existence, i.e. storing the initial location, 

Grips, boundaries of geometries by storing its GUID. Topological attributes are including, space 

level, preferred orientation, adjacency preferences, etc. these preferences are coded continuously 

to the Spaces mapped nodes in the genetic representation stage. 
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The tree structure system on the object oriented programming language used to assign 

these data, the domain of possible bounding of space data is defining the range of the potential 

solution, i.e. the location data branch on the tree is only include X, Y variables, the potential 

locations of potential spaces of this space will be limited on the XY plane, this is much lesser 

than the 3-D XYZ World Plane. 

                                                                                                                                            

7.1.2 The structure of the genotype 

A developed graph theoretic approach was used to build the functional diagram; this 

method was used to formulate the problem as a genetic representation. This step was important 

to make design and genetic communicate with each other. 

This graph was the coding iterative process of assigning the topological constraints, 

between each two spaces selected in pairs, the line in between each two spaces was coded by the 

tree-structured information which defines the type of topologies between these spaces, weather 

these spaces are adjacent, overlapped or have specific proximity distance. 

Figure 5: Space Attributes Data Tree 
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The genotype structure also have a transformation procedures which control the pairwise 

process of allocation spaces according to the information in between each two, this 

transformations are organized in classes(object-oriented programming procedures), these classes 

are called to the main recursive procedures which filled with IF-ELSE sentences to generate 

potential solutions, each solution generated by this genotype is called phenotype. An initial 

population was generated from the functional model, a hundred individuals or phenotypes were 

set to be the initial population, and these individuals were randomly emerged and not limited to 

any design fitness function.  

 

Figure 6: Pavilion Functional Graph 
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 7.1.3 Evolutionary operations 

The evolutionary system was applied to the context was a dependent solver, it was 

applicable to a wide range of design problems, it was developed and set meet the specific criteria 

of the space layout planning problems. 

The evolutionary method started with the previously generated population, the number of 

generations was set to 1000 iterations, in this iterations, each layout is evaluated against the set 

of constraints which represent design requirements (look to design-research integration), it 

performed in a pairwise mechanism between each space and it corresponding one, the evaluation 

is depending on the result of the function fitness, the successful individuals are evolved to 

generate new individuals. 

The multi-criteria function fitness was developed using a function of normalizing, hence 

fitness need sometimes to be maximized and others need to be optimized, i.e. distance between 

Entrance and Screen Room need to be maximized, distance between Social Room and Workshop 

need to be 2 m and the overall contour area need to be minimized to control cost. In this case if 

the first function was A and the second was B and the third was C, the function of normalising 

fitness will look like this will look like this: 

F = A –Abs (B-2)-C 

Another process of weighting these functions fitness by giving Strength factors to each 

one, this happened when some functions fitness domains range in different levels, i.e. possible 

fitness is bounding between {A=15-70, B=0.8-4.2, C=200-400}, therefore we aim to give them 

all equal strength by remapping their domain between {0,1}, the new function will changed into: 

F = ((A-15)/55) –Abs ((B-2)/3.4)-((C-200)/200) 

In the above operations, signs indicate whether we aim to maximize or minimize, Abs 

define optimization into specific value, then the normalization applied by dividing the cantered 

variables(lowest possible value of the variable – variable ) by the domain range. 

A Question arises while we tried to implement the global optimum fitness function (F), it 

have been considered reaching the global optima as almost impossible using common problem 

solving techniques, this due to the complexity of evaluating the fitness function, the secret rely 
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on the nature of evolutionary Fitness Approximation, in this technique Fitness used to estimate 

replication rate instead of reaching specific fitness, the scalar function which introduced above. 

Regardless of the problem complexity, with simple blind algorithms, complex solution could be 

solved,  

 7.1.4 Selection, Coupling and Recombination 

 The process of selection was performed by the Evolutionary system to decide which 

individual is permitted to mate and which to be culled, the fitness pass criteria define which 

genome will survive; this process was followed by the Coupling algorithms, it is the process of 

finding mates from the survived individuals on the population, this coupling selection 

mechanism is controlled by the balanced breeding distance between individuals, immediate 

neighbours was ignored to avoid similar offspring which cause low diversity and therefore the 

local optima trap, far away individuals are also ignored to avoid the danger of having 

incompatible mates, this kind of mating between mates from two different groups would cause 

offspring out of the solutions peaks. Finally the process of Mutation, in this stage, when the 

selected mates are combined, a swap action is applied to the genes members of the genome, best 

genome from the father and the best from the mother are the new genes for the offspring, this the 

process which improve the quality of a solution by increasing the diversity, this the mechanism 

which generate new solution. The new population is being evaluated again in an iterative process. 

 

Figure 7: Mutation and Crossover (Jo & Gero, 1998), Space Layout Planning using an Evolutionary Approach 
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7.2 Evaluation Criteria 

There two main criteria selected, the floor plan consistency criteria and the evolutionary 

solution criteria. floor plan was evaluated against typical design problems, consistency of 

solution involved constraints system and solution results, limitations and mistakes regards to 

normal architectural design process. This type of building composed as imposed building unit, it 

is expected to have a wasted space within their contour; it gave a wide flexibility in plan 

measuring. 

Free form polygons are unique when it comes to check the consistency of both genotypic 

and phenotypic level of solutions, this include problems such as multi-orientation shapes the 

perfect squares 

Evolutionary model evaluation is different than floor plan evaluation, this because the 

evolutionary solver is blind, it solve the problem without knowing either if it is an architectural 

design problem or an engineering one, it works with numbers indicating fitness satisfaction and 

other values which are related with search space, selection and mutations. 

There are wide ranges of criteria to evaluate the prosperity of the evolutionary model 

(Bentley & O'Reilly, 2001), first to be described as one and then efficiency come next. Initially, 

domain or context needs this creativity and this is the case for the pavilion architectural design. 

The evolutionary model will be consistent model as long as it is executable in other contexts of 

design and optimizations. The evolutionary tool needs to accept its inputs and then proceed to 

results. Three items needed to be evaluate efficiently evaluate kind of system: a genotype, 

component to be follow the rules and a generated phenotype. Evolutionary system details such as 

mutation and selection doesn’t need to be explicit as it assumed these kind of information are 

overloading the designer mind, and this is the case in our solver, however it need to clearly show 

what qualities of design are guiding the evolution process, in other words, what genes are 

controlling the fitness value and for what purpose. There are other requirements for successful 

evolutionary system, the ability to take over control of number of enumerations, generations and 

other operations. Designer should also be able to stop the executable structure and intervene and 

make resumptions.  Design alternatives ranked by their fitness needed to be stored and retrieved 

for the sake of manual selection. Finally it will be formally successful once you find a user who 

can use it. 
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8. Implementation 

The system used was a mix of methods, such as the evolutionary procedures used on 

Damski (Damski & Gero, 1997), Jo & Gero (Jo & Gero, 1998), the space layout problem were 

synthesized similar to Liggett one (Liggett, 2000), the constraints model was inherited from 

Medjdoub (Medjdoub & Yannou, 2000) and Mitchell (Mitchell, Steadman, & Liggett, 1976), 

these works were credits as the basis of the knowledge. It also includes open sourced tools done 

by Developers such as David Rutten ( Rutten, 2010), his Evolutionary solver was used in the 

solution optimization, this tool help non-programmers to build sophisticated solutions and 

systems. 

  

The design exercise was implemented on the context of Salford university campus, in the 

middle of Salford in Greater Manchester, the main problem was the open spaces which are 

scattered and extremely abounded, filled with large number of trees and maintenance containers, 

a removable structure was proposed to take a strategic location within these spaces, to encourage 

creativity and innovation. 

Figure 8: Spaces Geometries 

Figure 9: Site Location 
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The design task was to configure a proper spatial configuration of spaces, the first task 

was to retrieve these spaces, a database was created to store and retrieve their geometries, the 

spaces were coded, and therefore, each space has an ID, this Code was used to call and assign 

space to their nodes. Each retrieved space was selected individually, then it was fed by a tree 

structure of data, these data define geometrical and topological attributes. 

 

 A functional graph was created, each two spaces in the spaces group was paired 

together(pairwise system) to set the relationships between them, the adjacency key was set as 

float number, minus shows overlapping, positive show proximity and zero indicate direct 

adjacency. This  

 

Figure 10:  Adjacency Model 

Figure 11: Adjacency Operator 
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    Topologies operators were created, these operators depend on the action required, either 

to be allocated to the preferred side of the pavilion, or to overlap specific spaces, adjacency 

operator measure the distance between two spaces, then it read the preferred distance between 

the spaces from the connection lines geometry, but it doesn’t allocate the space directly to the 

first solution, it try to find the solution zone for allocating each space ,this operator retrieved 

according to the above functional graph, the graph contain beside the adjacency constraints, the 

contour constraints, the side view constraints and the proximity constraints. Graph store the 

relationships type in the lines geometries in between each two spaces, multiple relationships are 

stored in data-containers as tree-structured data.  

 

  

The context was called by using a 3DM file where curves and NURBS represents the 

contours and boundaries, the site operators used to select and calculate site specifications, 

specifications such as height, area and three dimensional boundaries. From the Geometry of the 

Contour, side operator were created, directions such as north and south were zoned using the 

centroids and edges attributes. 

 

Figure 12: Dissection Zones for each Space 
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Figure 14: Top Ranked Evolutionary optimized Generations 

 

            After building the whole constraints system and the operators associated, the system was 

ready to be operated, the evolutionary tool was connected, fitness function was calculated, the 

evolutionary procedures of selection coupling and mutation were internally within the solver, 

another optimization process were performed using a different kind of optimizers-simulated 

annealing- was applied to evaluate the evolutionary system efficiency a huge number of 

solutions were generated, it were stored to the data base to be called for evaluation, fortunately, 

our evolutionary tool has a built-in mechanism for reviewing and selection alternatives, it is an 

interactive reinstating tool to recreate the geometries dissections with high fitness function, re 

build their location and review them, then save them to new lists. 

 

Figure 13: Contour Adjacency Constraints 
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From Green 

Graphs it is clear how 

SA trapped in the local 

optima, this is indicated 

by the balanced graph. 

On the other hand, EA 

was jumping from 

situation to another 

looking for the Global 

optima,   

9. Findings 

   

Figure 15: Optimized Solution using Simulated Annealing and evolutionary Systems 

        

Two of the best Solutions from both optimizers were selected, to be evaluated, that 

include the floor plan generated and the optimization system. The first plan clearly show failure 

on satisfying the multi-objective constraints, the solution seem like it was trapped on the local 

optima, and couldn’t reach the desired situation. The second plan to the right as many of the 

generated solutions was satisfied with multi-objectives constraints, though, it have some strange 

propositions, this due to the non-intelligent system of dissections by the system, many of the 

orientations and overlaps are not accepted, nevertheless, the solution is could be considered as 

consistent solution after small manual editing. 

  

Simulated Annealing Solution Evolutionary Solution 

Figure 16: Built-in Analysis Graph shows the behavior of both solvers in solving the problem (L: EA, R: SA) 
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After comparing the two solvers, some comments were made to evaluate the evolutionary 

system, first it is very slow when it compared with the heuristic solver, and a simple computing 

of multi-criteria constraints problem could take days, regardless of the coding time. It is not 

always reach a good solution, however, it is not dedicated to the solution found, it works in a 

progressive tendency which make it capable of generate endless stream of solutions which 

increase it quality in generation by generation basis. It works very well with problems which are 

not very well formulated, in other words, ill-defined problems and over-constrained ones. It is 

very useful when it comes to interaction with its results, it is possible to retrieve each good 

genome which was ranked high by its fitness, and rebuild the model out of its genes values. 

To summarise the findings, the process approached as follows, Representation, genetic 

representation through the genetic functional graph, the topological translation operators created, 

the initial population generated, the solutions optimized through the approximation fitness 

function. In numbers, 5 spaces were involved, the space attributes were fed to their geometries, 

the constraints model for 25 pairs was built, after evolving the constraints model, 100 solution 

were randomly produced, the fitness function was built to reach the desired design solutions, the 

solver was operated, thousands of solutions were generated, dozens of them were successfully 

passed the multi-criteria fitness function, the top ranked solutions were compared to similar 

solutions optimized by different optimizers, solutions was successful in terms of most of the 

criteria of floor plan consistency, the evolutionary multi-objective optimization succeed in 

reaching global optimum solutions, however, it failed to succeed the efficiency test. 

The operators and the evolutionary tool can be considered as successful system for 

allocating spaces and generate consistent architectural floor plan, it is generalizable for different 

kind of building types as it was tested before in a two-storey House, it was capable to fit its 

constraints to different criteria, the tool was also used to assign building components to a 

structure system, it is widely adjustable and the optimizers as well. 
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10.  Conclusion 

10.1 Looking back 

First we will take a look back to summarise what have been covered on the paper: The 

paper has given an introduction to general method of space layout planning. The paper has 

explained the evolutionary methods in design, this paper aimed to measure the efficiency of 

evolutionary methods in solving multi-objective constraints problems, it objectives was an 

optimized computer generated floor plan for a free form structure, it proposed the use of pre-built 

computation libraries, graphical-based and object-oriented programming was used widely to 

build both the allocation system and the optimization system  , in this research we argued that 

these methods are more efficient in optimizing design solutions than heuristic methods, we 

supposed that evolutionary methods doesn’t fall in the problem of local optima, A detailed 

clarification of the evolutionary procedures stated. A Pavilion design exercise was performed in 

the context of a university campus, the results were analysed, compared, evaluated and validated 

against the hypothesis. 

10.2 Findings significance and contribution 

To summarise the findings, the implementation has shown that the process of space 

layout planning is a well-structured knowledge, it have been deeply explored, this was indicated 

by the successful implementation after inheriting the studied methods, however  it is not yet 

approached by designers because of the high skills required in computation. 

Findings has identified that satisfying combinatorial design problems for multi-objective 

criteria projects is achievable through the multi-criteria fitness function within the evolutionary 

system. 

It increase the understanding of design operators or algorithms to solve allocation 

problems, it prove the capability of objected oriented programming in supporting decision 

making and automate the design processes. 
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10.3 Possible implications, Limitations, recommendations  

In general, operators and design attributes feeding system is the basis for any 

communication between designer and machine, this methods used here are implacable on all 

kind of design problems. This research would be widely applicable in housing problems for both 

individual level and urban level.  

An implication of this is the possibility to solve the problem of assigning building 

component to its right location within the building envelope, i.e. setting windows to their best 

location for optimum natural lighting. Another application to this research would be assigning 

people or specific activities to the best space they need to occupy, i.e. students in a campus or a 

sports fields in a big building. 

The project findings was subject to several limitations, first, the most important limitation 

was the knowledge system which required to be fed to the system, it is extremely difficult to 

translate all the experiences and design skills of an architect into a computer, it is even harder to 

give these systems the capability to choose  solution subjectively as designer do. 

 The evolutionary system was limited on its hidden scripts by the graphical system 

associated with the analyser, this cause a huge amount of exhausted processing time, it make the 

optimization process very slow and unreliable for immediate and small scale problems. 

As recommendations for future researches, topological operators could be developed as a 

part of wide knowledge system for space layout planning, these operators would serve wide 

range of design problems, especially the floor plan problem. 

Further researches could perform in the optimization solvers for non-programmers, it is 

strongly recommended to have simple plug-in-out optimization tools for solving complex 

problems. It would be interesting if floor plan procedures become approached practically. 
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12.  Appendix 1: Scripting Documentation 

Evolutionary Generations Record 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Generation 17 

{ 

  Bio-Diversity: 0.093 

  Genome[0], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 51% · 61% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 68% · 65%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 2: 0.6763 -> 0.6525 

  } 

  Genome[1], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 61% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 69% · 65%] 

  Genome[2], Fitness=0.00, Genes [64% · 73% · 62% · 53% · 58% · 49% · 64% · 55% · 45% · 54% · 69% · 65%] 

  Genome[3], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 63% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 66% · 65%] 

  Genome[4], Fitness=0.00, Genes [56% · 72% · 62% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 53% · 68% · 65%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 0: 0.6585 -> 0.6191 

  } 

  Genome[5], Fitness=0.00, Genes [66% · 74% · 66% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 45% · 55% · 74% · 67%] 

  Genome[6], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 69% · 65% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 65% · 55% · 40% · 55% · 71% · 66%] 

  Genome[7], Fitness=0.00, Genes [62% · 69% · 69% · 53% · 57% · 48% · 64% · 55% · 36% · 58% · 75% · 66%] 

  Genome[8], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 61% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 69% · 65%] 

  Genome[9], Fitness=0.00, Genes [62% · 73% · 67% · 53% · 57% · 51% · 65% · 55% · 42% · 56% · 76% · 81%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 8: 0.4056 -> 0.4087 

  } 

  Genome[10], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 61% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 69% · 66%] 

  Genome[11], Fitness=0.00, Genes [65% · 73% · 63% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 55% · 44% · 54% · 67% · 66%] 

  Genome[12], Fitness=0.00, Genes [64% · 73% · 64% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 55% · 44% · 54% · 69% · 66%] 

  Genome[13], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 63% · 53% · 58% · 49% · 64% · 56% · 47% · 54% · 69% · 76%] 

  Genome[14], Fitness=0.00, Genes [61% · 69% · 67% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 65% · 55% · 41% · 56% · 73% · 67%] 

  Genome[15], Fitness=0.00, Genes [60% · 68% · 67% · 53% · 56% · 49% · 65% · 54% · 39% · 58% · 74% · 87%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 9: 0.5389 -> 0.5387 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 2: 0.6234 -> 0.6434 

  } 

  Genome[16], Fitness=0.00, Genes [67% · 76% · 64% · 54% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 55% · 73% · 67%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 9: 0.5722 -> 0.5567 

  } 

  Genome[17], Fitness=0.00, Genes [66% · 74% · 66% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 72% · 67%] 

  Genome[18], Fitness=0.00, Genes [61% · 69% · 67% · 53% · 60% · 48% · 65% · 55% · 41% · 57% · 75% · 66%] 

  Genome[19], Fitness=0.00, Genes [66% · 77% · 66% · 55% · 58% · 52% · 63% · 56% · 45% · 56% · 76% · 68%] 

  Genome[20], Fitness=0.00, Genes [64% · 73% · 62% · 53% · 58% · 49% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 69% · 67%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 4: 0.5786 -> 0.5812 

  } 

  Genome[21], Fitness=0.00, Genes [66% · 74% · 66% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 45% · 54% · 72% · 67%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 3: 0.5328 -> 0.533 

  } 

  Genome[22], Fitness=0.00, Genes [64% · 73% · 62% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 55% · 46% · 54% · 69% · 65%] 

  Genome[23], Fitness=0.00, Genes [60% · 68% · 68% · 53% · 56% · 49% · 65% · 54% · 38% · 58% · 74% · 67%] 

  Genome[24], Fitness=0.00, Genes [62% · 72% · 66% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 65% · 52% · 43% · 56% · 71% · 67%] 

  Genome[25], Fitness=0.00, Genes [64% · 73% · 62% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 68% · 66%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 1: 0.7151 -> 0.5071 

  } 

  Genome[26], Fitness=0.00, Genes [65% · 75% · 66% · 54% · 58% · 53% · 65% · 56% · 45% · 54% · 74% · 68%] 

  Genome[27], Fitness=0.00, Genes [65% · 73% · 62% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 44% · 54% · 69% · 69%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 0: 0.6333 -> 0.5613 

  } 

  Genome[28], Fitness=0.00, Genes [60% · 69% · 68% · 53% · 58% · 49% · 65% · 55% · 40% · 56% · 74% · 68%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 11: 0.6639 -> 0.6617 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 2: 0.6758 -> 0.6928 

  } 

  Genome[29], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 61% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 68% · 65%] 

  Genome[30], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 62% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 67% · 64%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 7: 0.5569 -> 0.5566 

  } 

  Genome[31], Fitness=0.00, Genes [63% · 72% · 62% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 69% · 65%] 

  Genome[32], Fitness=0.00, Genes [60% · 69% · 67% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 65% · 54% · 36% · 58% · 75% · 66%] 

  Genome[33], Fitness=0.00, Genes [65% · 73% · 64% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 56% · 45% · 54% · 65% · 65%] 

  Genome[34], Fitness=0.00, Genes [60% · 68% · 68% · 53% · 57% · 47% · 65% · 54% · 37% · 58% · 75% · 67%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 11: 0.6583 -> 0.6928 

  } 

  Genome[35], Fitness=0.00, Genes [65% · 74% · 65% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 55% · 43% · 54% · 69% · 66%] 

  Genome[36], Fitness=NaN, Genes [62% · 74% · 64% · 54% · 58% · 51% · 65% · 55% · 44% · 54% · 73% · 66%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 9: 0.5361 -> 0.537 

  } 

  Genome[37], Fitness=NaN, Genes [65% · 74% · 62% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 55% · 44% · 54% · 69% · 66%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 9: 0.5778 -> 0.5755 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 5: 0.4941 -> 0.4715 

  } 

  Genome[38], Fitness=NaN, Genes [64% · 73% · 62% · 53% · 57% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 45% · 54% · 69% · 66%] 

  Genome[39], Fitness=NaN, Genes [63% · 72% · 63% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 66% · 64%] 

  Genome[40], Fitness=NaN, Genes [61% · 69% · 65% · 53% · 57% · 48% · 64% · 55% · 41% · 56% · 76% · 66%] 

  { 

    Record: Point Mutation at index 0: 0.6421 -> 0.6467 

  } 

  Genome[41], Fitness=NaN, Genes [63% · 72% · 63% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 64% · 55% · 44% · 54% · 67% · 66%] 

  Genome[42], Fitness=NaN, Genes [66% · 75% · 65% · 54% · 58% · 51% · 65% · 56% · 45% · 55% · 74% · 67%] 

  Genome[43], Fitness=NaN, Genes [64% · 74% · 63% · 53% · 58% · 50% · 64% · 56% · 46% · 54% · 71% · 72%] 

  Genome[44], Fitness=NaN, Genes [63% · 72% · 64% · 53% · 57% · 49% · 65% · 55% · 40% · 56% · 73% · 67%] 

  { 

    Record: Genome was mutated to avoid collision 

  } 
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Multi-Criteria Evolutionary system Illustration 

 

Geometrical attributes operator 
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Pairwise topological operator 
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13.  Appendix 2: Design Documentation 
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